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Preface

How well is your brand engaging customers through
digital channels? Are you delivering a digital customer
experience (CX) that drives sustainable growth?
In this year’s State of Social Engagement study,
we delve deep into exploring the latest digital
engagement practices.
Our goal? To understand how brands use their digital
ecosystem of community and social channels in
marketing and customer service to drive amazing
digital customer experiences. We believe that when
you deliver awesome digital customer experiences
(and by awesome, we mean the customer gets fast,
easy, personal experiences that leave them feeling
known, valued and loyal) then you improve retention,
increase revenue, and bolster customer satisfaction
(CSAT) scores.
But most of all, you create happy customers who
reward you with choosing your brand over and
over again.
Lithium helps brands create and deliver engaging,
seamless digital customer experiences that leverage
the power of a single platform to connect your
marketing and customer service teams with a shared
view of the customer.
This study will help you understand:
• How brands are engaging via digital today
• Whether brands are still just pushing content or

actually building relationships on digital channels
• The current usage of social ecosystems and its

effectiveness
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• Industry findings in automotive, consumer

products, financial services, retail, sports,
technology telecommunications and travel
& hospitality
We dive into these topics so you can ascertain
how you measure up to your peers and if needed,
plot ways to take your digital customer experience
performance up a notch. The majority of brands who
participated in our study last year are included again,
with year-over-year performance results.
The study was commissioned by Lithium and
conducted by ComBlu, a firm that has deep knowledge of how brands use digital channels to engage
customers. We believe you’ll find some interesting
statistics and insight that will help you shape and
refine your digital practices.
As always, we aim to educate, inform and inspire you
to create awesome digital customer experiences.
We’re confident you can achieve this.
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Request Demo

Methodology

In conducting this study, our goal was to
understand how brands engage across an integrated
social ecosystem rather than how they behave in
a single channel. Most studies focus on the size of
a brand’s followers and the number of likes they
receive. We wanted to build a new type of scorecard
that would help brands benchmark their integrated
engagement approach across multiple channels. (See
Appendix for full Scorecard).
This study focused solely on consumer brands and did
not include B2B enterprises.
To understand how brands engaged with their
communities, the study looked at six channels
including:

The scorecard included the following categories:
• Appropriate use of channel
• Active community management
• Content quality as an engagement asset
• Engagement
• Collaboration with influencers
• Amplification tactics with trending topics

As the analysts scored each brand, they captured
observations about:
• Overall channel experience
• Great examples of engagement
• Presence of the brand in each channel
• Community brand voice

After scoring each brand, we looked at five key
factors that impact engagement vibrancy. The
following summary scorecard shows what we looked
for and how we scored each indicator of engagement.
A scorecard was created that tallied the brands’
performance against established best practices for
each channel. A total of 143 data points could be
potentially gathered for each brand, depending
upon the number of channels in their ecosystem.
When brands did not include all six channels in their
ecosystem, the data was normalized to avoid “penalizing” them.
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Methodology

What We
Looked For
Cohesive
Strategy

What It Means

How We Scored It

Consistency of approach and
storytelling across channels.

Multiple data points were included:
• Visual storytelling
• Appropriate use of the channel
• Content integration across channels
• Content mission correlated to appropriate use of
channel

Engagement

A variety of interactions
between the brand and its
consumers that tell a rich
story about relationship
building.

For each channel, an interaction score was developed that
looked at engagement metrics (likes, comments, shares)
as a percentage of followers, viewers or subscribers. The
interaction score was overlaid with data points about:
• Visual storytelling
• Level of community management
• Use of interactive tools such as contests, polls

Storytelling

Content

Presenting story arcs and
themes to make consumers
care about the brand.

Data points included:
• The use of sequential posts

A variety of formats and
topic missions.

Data points included:
• Freshness of content

• Use of images and video to tell the brand story

• Subject or topic aligned with brand essence
• Variety of content formats
• Presence of the voice of the consumer

Collaboration
with Influencers
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Content created and
promoted by a well-known
person or advocate and/
or influencer on behalf of
the brand.

Analysts determined if the brand employed influencer
marketing throughout its social ecosystem.

Are You Engaging?

Today, social goes beyond content and conversation;
it’s now a core business process that helps drive
customer acquisition, social selling, remarketing,
support, and customer loyalty. The importance of
a strong digital experience was reflected in brands’
overall performance across a variety of study facets
including better storytelling, deeper use of video
both in YouTube and within other channels, and
experimentation with newer content formats such as
360 videos, live events and virtual reality.
Things brands did well:
•

Asked questions

•

Told better stories

•

Adopted more
cohesive approach

Yet, consumers did not respond as much as expected.
Overall, the engagement of followers was lower
despite the fact that brands did a lot of things right.
Room for improvement:
•

Collaboration with
influencers

•

Include more
consumer content

•

Better recognition of
consumers’ contributions

We believe there are a few reasons for this.
•
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Consumers are time-starved and only jump in
when the content is compelling and arresting.

Content needs to feed their imagination through
great experiences and deliver information about
how to optimize your product within the flow of
their life or environment. This cannot be captured
in a brief post; the goal is to drive to deeper,
more meaningful content or experiences.
•

Brands’ focus on scaling their social presence
through paid social marketing strategies, causing
organic social to take a back seat. Both the paid
and organic sides of social are crucial to a brand’s
success. It’s not a one or the other argument
- rather these two sides can complement each
other. Paid could and should be used to further
amplify your brand’s great organic content.

Regardless if engagement is driven through paid or
organic posts, brands need to understand the essentials of great engagement, which remains a top area
that brands wish to master. According to Social Media
Examiner, at least 90% of marketers want to know
the most effective social tactics and the best ways to
engage their audience with social media.
The first order of business is to understand what
content resonates with your audience. Companies
still need to engage in meaningful conversation with
their audiences, consider how to optimize sharing
and engage influencers to extend the brand narrative. Listening to and learning from your community
should be a core value of your digital strategy. This
only happens when you are actively involved in your
community.

Are You Engaging?

Our 2017 State of Social Engagement Study shows
that most brands are still not optimizing their organic
social programs across channels. In our study,
we define this as scoring at least 80% of the total
possible points awarded for engagement across all
channels.

98% of brands did
not engage deeply
across channels.

98%

Some other
interesting
Study
Stats
2016 findings include:
56% of brands asked questions of their followers,
up from the 39% reported in last year’s study.
This is a great example of brands stepping up and
Industries
Brands
Channels
performing better
against accepted
best practice.
•
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85

380

Brands consistently respond to consumers’
posts in Facebook (73%) and Twitter (63%), but
Study
Statsin 2017
did little
other channels. This may be indicative of brands recognition that both Facebook
and Twitter are engagement channels while the
others are more sharing or broadcast channels. In
fact, only 1% engage with their followers’ content
across multiple
channels. Channels
Industries
Brands

offered promotions and rebates throughout their
social ecosystem. It’s no coincidence that T-Mobile
is one of the fastest growing telecommunications
brands today.
Brands need to be more proactive in integrating
social best practices throughout its ecosystem and
take a digital CX approach that can reap similar
results.
How should you engage?
We invite you to explore our study and discover your
brand in the findings. Leverage your strengths and
commit to doing more to build customer relationships and drive deeper affinity.
•

Listen to your community and give them what
they want and need

•

Build deeper stories that give consumers a
reason to bond with you and your products

•

Create unique experiences that relate to your
narrative

•

Interact with your consumers by prompting
engagement and responding to their questions
and comments

•

Adopt a mix of paid and organic strategies to
increase viral engagement

•
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•

100%

75%

0%

Collaboration with influencers sank to just 1% of
brands

Brands that did well in the study tend to be big
growth brands such as Google and2016
T-Mobile.
Google
2017
reflected its reputation for innovation and creativity
in its approach to social engagement. T-Mobile
guided consumers to experience their products and

50%

25%

70 342
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As we did last year, we encourage you to step up
and be bold. Social strategy is more important than
ever to drive growth and transform our relationships.
Customer experience and digital transformation are
top priorities for businesses today. Leap frog your
competitor by adopting a digital CX approach that
will help you stake your claim as a top performing
social brand.
Be engaging!

Industry Findings

Once again, the top three scoring industries were
Retail, Telecommunications, and Consumer Products.
However, each dropped four percentage points from
their overall score in the 2016 study. Only two of the
industries included in last year’s study gained points
with Technology going from 45% in 2016 to 52% this
year and Travel & Hospitality gaining 1% point year
over year.
The difference between the top scoring industry and
the eighth ranking was only seven percentage points
with Retail scoring 57% and Financial Services coming
in at 50%. While last year three industries scored
60% or higher of total possible points, this year no
industry scored higher than 57%.
No industry engaged deeply in any channel, which
accounts for the low scores overall. On average, no
industry scored even 50% of the possible engagement
score in each channel. For example, Facebook had a
possible eight points in this category, but no industry
averaged more than three points. The one exception
was engagement in the community channel by the
Telecommunications industry, which averaged 11 out
of 14 possible points.
Two of the top performers—Retail and Consumer
Products—shared many attributes. Both used a
variety of engagement prompts across multiple
channels and focused on their CSR initiatives. In
addition, these industries featured a lot of how-to
content, thereby engaging their consumers in ways
to help them get the most from their product experiences. The Telecommunications industry was a
contrast. These brands focused largely on product
information and support issues. This industry uses
social media channels predominantly as advertising
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platforms, pushing product information and a variety
of promotions. While all of the Telecommunications
brands include engagement prompts and contests,
this is secondary to the featured product information.
The two new industries this year—Sports and
Automotive—were in the middle of the pack. Both of
these industries took consumers behind the scenes
for sneak peeks of products and events and used
video prolifically but failed to tap into the natural
passion their consumers have for their teams and
their cars.
All eight industries scored in a tight range, making it
difficult to draw specific conclusions from the bottom
performers which include most of the field.
A few learnings emerge from the bottom
three industries.
• The Financial Services industry failed to refresh

its content frequently which gives consumers low
motivation to return or engage
• Travel & Hospitality focused on themselves

instead of its consumers. This industry generally ignored comments on its social channels and
offered few prompts to engage with the brand.
• The Technology industry was more generally in

broadcast mode than other industries. Many social
channels exhibited a “launch and leave” approach
thereby creating many social ghost towns.
Similar to last year, Technology was not a highperforming industry yet ranked high in the cohesive
strategy category. This is because many of its brands
did a good job of integrating story lines and content
across channels.

Industry Findings

Industry Ranking
Rank

2016

2017

1

Retail

Retail

2

Telecommunications

Telecommunications

3

Consumer Products

Consumer Products

4

Travel & Hospitality

Sports

5

Financial Services

Automotive

6

Media

Technology

7

Technology

Travel & Hospitality

8

Pharma

Financial Services

Industry Ranking

57%
61%

57%
61%

56%
60%

Down 4%

Down 4%

Down 4%

2016
2017

2016
2017

2016
2017

Retail

Telecommunications

52%

52%
45%
Up 7%

na

2016
2017

2016
2017

Auto

Technology

54%

na

Consumer
Products

2016
2017
Sports

51%
52%

50%
52%

Down 1%

Down 2%

2016
2017

2016
2017

Travel &
Hospitality

Financial
Services

Industry ranking is the average percent of possible points scored by brands in each industry.
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2016

2017

Industry Findings

Cohesive Strategy
A bright spot in the study was an increase in cohesive
strategy. This is an indicator of integration across
channels. We looked for topics appropriately expressed
for each channel, proper use of each channel and the
overall engagement score. Despite scoring second
overall in the study, Telecommunications was in the
bottom tier for cohesive strategy, most likely because
of its emphasis on promotions and product information
than deeper storytelling across channels. Retail and
Consumer products were the highest scoring industries
for cohesive approach across channels.
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2017

2017

Retail

Telecommunications

2017
Consumer
Products

52%
45%

Industry Findings52%

Up 7%

na

2016
2017

2016
2017

Auto

Technology

2017
Sports

51%
52%

50%
52%

Down 1%

Down 2%

2016
2017

2016
2017

Travel &
Hospitality

Financial
Services

Cohesive Strategy
2016

40

2017

↑ 9pts
↑ 5pts

30

↑ 11pts

↑4pts

↑ 4pts
↑ 2pts

20
10
na

0
Retail

Telecommunications

Consumer
Product

Sports

na
Auto

Average points scored of possible 40 points by brands in each industry.
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Technology

Travel &
Hospitality

Financial
Services

Industry Findings

The Engagement Story
No industry did a great job of engaging its consumers
across channels. In fact of the possible 59 points
available in this category, the highest average score
was 20, which was scored in the Telecommunications
industry. Not one industry averaged even 50% of total
possible points in any channel with the exception
of Technology which averaged 78% of total possible
engagement points in online community channel.
Most brands maintained last year’s levels or lost
ground across channels. Retail, for example, scored
80% last year in Facebook, but dropped to a mere
37% this year.
A few brands did a minimally better job of engaging
in specific channels, although most got a bump of
one or two points from an already dismally low level.
These included:
• Technology in Twitter
• Financial Services in Instagram
• Financial Services, Technology and Retail in

community
• Retail and Telecommunications in YouTube
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Average Engagement Scores by Channel
Total Points Available

Facebook - 8

Twitter - 8

Auto
2016

Instagram - 8

2017

2016
3/8

na

2/8

na

2/8

na

1/10

na

1/14

3/8

2/8
2/8

3/10

4/8

2/8
1/8

5/10

3/10

2017

2/8

1/8

na

2/10

2016

3/11

2/11

2017
2/8
4/8

3/8

0/10

1/8
2/10

11/14

4/14
2/11

0/8
2/8
1/8
4/10

3/14

4/8

2/8

2017

3/10

1/14

2/8

2/8

2/11

0/8

Travel & Hospitality

3/8

1/11
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na

na

8/14

2016

1/8

2/11

Telecommunications

2017

2/8

1/11

1/11
Technology

na

na

5/14

1/11

2/8

3/14

2/10

0/10

na

2/14

2/8

3/14

2/11

2016
3/8

2/8

2/8

Sports

6/8

3/8

3/8

3/10

1/14

3/11

2017

3/8

2/8

1/8

2/10
1/14

2017

3/8

2/8

Retail

2016

2016
3/8

YouTube - 11

Financial Services

2017

4/8

2/11

na

3/8

Community - 14

Consumer Products

na

2016

Pinterest - 10

2/10
1/14
1/11

3/14
0/11

Industry Findings

Storytelling
Storytelling scores increased across industries and channels.
Facebook showed the biggest gains with many industries
averaging at or near five points out of a possible seven.
The increase resulted from more use of sequential posts
to tell longer stories and an uptick in the use of visual
storytelling, especially through video.
The top scorers in this category shared some
common approaches:
• High quality, visual experiences
• High incidence of video content
• Varied content formats and mission
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Storytelling by Industry
Total Points Available

Facebook - 7

Twitter - 8

Auto
2016

2016
4.9/7

na

1.4/6

5.5/7

2.9/7

0/1
3.8/5

4.5/6

2017
5.3/7

3.1/8
4.3/7
3.8/6

5.3/7

na

5.7/6

na
na

3.4/5

4.3/7

15

3.3/8

3.3/6

4.9/7
0.8/6

2017
4.5/7
3/8
4.4/7

2.5/6

2.8/5

3.1/6
0.4/1

3.3/5

3.6/7
3/8

3/7

3.6/7

3.3/6

0.9/6
0.1/1

2.8/5

4.8/7

0.5/1

3.1/7

0.1/1

2.5/8

2017

3.6/8
5.5/7

2.9/7

3.6/8

2.8/7

3.4/5

2016
5.1/7

3.4/8

4.8/7

Travel & Hospitality

2017

0/1
2.8/5

2016

na

Telecommunications

1.2/6

2.1/5

2017

na

0.1/1

3.5/5

0/1

2.3/6

Technology

na

3.6/8

3.7/7

0.3/1
2.8/5

2016

3.7/8

2.9/7

Sports

4/7

2.4/6

4.9/7

0.1/1

2.7/5

2017

2.1/8
5.8/7

0/1

YouTube - 5

3.9/7

3.4/8

Retail

2016

2016

2.5/6

na

0.1/1

2017

3.2/8
5.8/7

na

2016

Community - 1

Financial Services

3.5/7

3.5/8

na

na

Pinterest - 6

Consumer Products

2017

na

Instagram - 7

0/1
3.3/5

2.2/5

0.1/1
2.6/5

Industry Findings

Content Mission
A variety of content formats and topics are an
important part of both engagement and storytelling.
Content diversity is also a powerful return motivator.
If just a single content mission is expressed across
channels, brands limit the overall appeal of its
content to the widest number of consumer personas.
As with last year’s study, most brands offered content
across all six dimensions that we reviewed.
These included:
Educate: Teach or give tips.
Support: Customer service or product help.
Entertain: Humor or heart strings.
Persuade: Cause or present a specific POV about
an issue, topic or product.
Promote: Provide an offer to participate in an
event or contest or for a special deal on a product
or service (coupon or code).
Convert: Link to a CTA (call to action) or to a
landing page for ecommerce.
The top content types were entertain and persuade
with both almost doubling their use across all
industries. Educate was the next most prevalent,
maintaining its same use year over year. Support,
promote and convert content all scored in the same
range with an average of two brands per industry
exhibiting these content missions.
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Content Mission by Industry
Total Points Available

Educate - 6

Support - 6

Auto
2016

2017

2016
4/6

4/6

na

4/6

2016
4/6

4/6

3/6

3/6

5/6

2/6

3/6
1/6

2/6
4/6

2/6

3/6

5/6

na

3/6

3/6

4/6

3/6

4/6

3/6

2017

2/6
3/6
1/6

3/6

4/6
2/6

2/6

3/6

3/6

4/6
5/6
1/6

2/6

4/6

2/6

3/6

3/6
2/6

4/6
2/6

3/6

2017

3/6

1/6

4/6

2/6

2/6

3/6

na

2016

2/6

2016

Travel & Hospitality

2017

4/6

2017

na

Telecommunications

2/6

3/6

na
5/6

4/6
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2/6

Technology

na
na

2/6

4/6

5/6

3/6

2/6

3/6

3/6

Sports

3/6

3/6

3/6

1/6

2017

1/6

4/6

2/6

Retail

4/6

1/6

1/6

2017

4/6

1/6

2/6

na

2016

3/6

1/6

Convert - 6

Financial Services

3/6
0/6

na

2016

Promote - 6

2017

2/6

2/6

na

2016

Persuade - 6

Consumer Products

na

na

Entertain - 6

2/6
3/6

Industry Findings

Collaboration
Despite the growth of influencer marketing and the
predictions for its continued growth and adoption,
few brands are consistently co-creating with influencers. The channels of choice for influencer collaboration were Facebook and Twitter. In these instances,
brands featured content with celebrities and channel
rock stars. Collaboration in online communities
featured high-performing community members, an
appropriate approach for that channel.
Despite an overall increase in the use of video in this
year’s study, only the Technology and Travel & Hospitality industries collaborated with YouTube creators,
which was a drop from last year’s study when half of
the industries employed this technique.
Consumer Products used influencer content across
four channels including Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest
and YouTube. Four other industries—Retail, Sports,
Technology and Telecommunications—employed
influencers in three channels with no commonality as
to which channels they used.
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Collaboration with Influencers
Total Points Available

Facebook - 2

Twitter - 2

Auto
2016

2016
1/2

Financial Services

2017

2016

2017

0/2

1/2

1/2

0/2

1/2

0/2

0/2

na

0/2

0/2

na

0/2

0/2

na

0/2

0/2

na

0/2

1/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

1/2

Sports

2017

YouTube - 2

1/2

Retail
2016

1/2

1/2

na

1/2

1/2

na

Technology

2017

2016
2/2
1/2

2017

0/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

0/2

0/2

na

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

na

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

na

0/2

0/2

1/2

0/2

na

0/2

0/2

1/2

1/2

Telecommunications
2016

Travel & Hospitality

2017

0/2
1/2

2016

2017

1/2

0/2

0/2

1/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

1/2

1/2
0/2
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Community - 2

0/2

na

2016

Pinterest - 2

Consumer Products

2017

na

Instagram - 2

0/2

1/2
1/2

0/2
1/2

Six Key Findings

Innovative brands understand that engagement is
a zero sum game. In order to succeed, you need to
up the ante and provide better experiences that
resonate with consumers. Doing the same things
over and over won’t break through the social clutter
and efforts to engage will fall short. Some brands
did a great job of introducing new ways to engage.
Others linked to deeper experiences to capture
consumer’s attention and connect them with richer
content. These brands also used their ecosystems
thoughtfully. They adapted content for each channel
even while exposing a connected narrative across
their ecosystem.
The study uncovered some important themes, many
of which present brands with an opportunity to do
better. Overall, brands scored lower than last year.
Many brands still exhibit a “post and go” approach.
Many post several times a day but spend little time
interacting with their consumers.
Content diversity is still an issue. Some brands
focused on one or two content topic categories
(entertain or support) and failed to present enough
variety to be a powerful return motivator for
consumers. If a consumer is not interested in the one
or two things you are focusing on, they will not come
back for more.
Following are areas that provide some insights into
best practices that could lead to deeper engagement
and significant brand affinity.
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1

Study Stats 2016

Community Management

8

Industries

85

380

Brands

Channels

Study Stats 2017
98% of brands did
not engage deeply
across channels.
Brands still use their social ecosystems
to push

8

98%

content and for the most part fail to take the time to
answer questions, respond to comments or recognize
contributions. This is a huge missed opportunity to
humanize the brand and to build relationships with
consumers. One of the key benefits of organic social
Stats
is the Study
ability to
listen2016
and respond to community
members and to better understand and learn their
needs. This is impossible without active community
management.

8

Industries

85

Brands

380

Channels

Some brands still fail to monitor their communities for inappropriate comments, language and
leave questionable posts on their channels. Other
brands
fail to Stats
direct consumers
to more appropriate
Study
2017
channels for specific needs such as product information, support or issues with billing. This can lead to a
groundswell of negativity that denigrates the other
good work the brand does.

8

Industries

70 342
Brands

Channels

Percent of Brands that Responded to
Followers Posts in Each Channel
2016

100%

2017

70 342

It’sIndustries
good to see the Brands
uptick in responses
to followers
Channels
posts on Facebook, Twitter and in online communities,
although the percentage here is still too low. Community managers should respond to at least 90% of posts.
Their most important job is to be present and interact
with consumers. With the growth of 2016
Instagram,
it’s
2017
100%
puzzling why brands do not engage more actively
on this channel. Both YouTube and Pinterest exhibit
75%
extremely low responses to consumers’ posts. Many
50% YouTube channels disable comments which prevent
any true interaction with the brands content. This is
25% evidence that brands are simply using many of these
channels as broadcast media.
0%

Retweets Followers Posts

Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

Pinterest

Community

2016

2017

35%

63%

Retweet

65%
Other

YouTube

Retweet

80%

37%
Other

75%

50%

25%

0%
Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

Pinterest

Community

YouTube

Another indicator that the brand is present in its
2016
2017
community is to look at how often they feature
a consumer’s content. One example of this is
retweeting follower’s posts. This year showed a total
27%almost
reversal6%
for this data point from last year with
Used
Used
two-thirds of brands retweeting followers posts.

94%
Other

2016
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2017

350%

73%
Other

Community Management Case Study

What great looks like:

?

x2
Posts multiple
times per day

Who did a great job:

Frequently
comments on
followers posts

Prompts interaction,
tough questions,
contests and sharing
great content

Recognizes
contributors

What Mattel did:

Mattel listens. They really
take the time to read and
respond to followers’ posts.

Mattel is one of the rare
brands that responds to
comments on YouTube.

Mattel puts out fresh
parallel content daily on
Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and YouTube.

Mattel “likes” content posted
by followers, letting them
know that their responses
are heard and valued.

On Twitter, Mattel retweeted a huge number of content from followers related to
campaigns. For example, for the “Dads Who Play Barbie” campaign, 3 -4 retweets
daily, interspersed with their own campaign tweets.
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Study Stats 2017

8

Storytelling
Industries

70 342
Brands

Channels

2016

100%

2017

75%

As with last year’s study, brands do a good job at
50% visual storytelling. Most posts include a graphic,
photo or diagram. Many of these posts include a
25% link to a deeper experience. Overall, brands are
getting better at deeper storytelling, although room
0%
for improvement still exists. We saw much more
Instagram
Pinterest
YouTube
Facebook
evidenceTwitter
of stories
being
told Community
across channels
and
the use of sequential posts, which are multiple posts
about the same topic in a relatively short period of
time. Many
posts in a
2016brands do a sprint of sequential
2017
single day to drive consumers to an event or promotion. Others post across a 3-5 day period to support a
longer 35%
initiative. The cadence is dependent
upon the
63%
objective.
This allows brands to build a narrative
Retweet
Retweet and
entice people to return for the next installment.

65%
Other

80%

37%
Other

Use of Sequential Posts
2016

2017

6%

27%

Used

94%

350%

Other

Used

73%
Other

Although 73% of brands still do not use sequential
2016
2017
posts, the
percentage that do went from 6%
last year
to 27% this year.

4%
Yes

96%
No
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75%

1%
Yes

99%
No

Storytelling Case Study

What great looks like:

Use of visual
content

Who did a great job:

Tell a longer story
through multiple,
sequenced posts

Adopt a voice that
is conversational
and inviting

Uses a variety of
formats to appeal to
multiple persona types

What Expedia did:

Expedia oﬀers a rich mix of
graphics and videos on all its
active channels.

On Instagram, Expedia highlights
a diﬀerent destination each
week with a series of photos.

Photos are stories in themselves.
Captions are comprehensive and
give background into featured travel
destinations with links to sites which
tell a more in-depth story.

YouTube includes series of
videos that tell stories in
diﬀerent ways. One series shows
what you can do in diﬀerent
cities in one day.

Expedia hosts live Twitter chats where people can talk about their dream
destinations or about trips they have taken. Live events like these are very
popular and generate a lot of activity on Twitter and have a lot of photos.
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75%

3
50%

25%

0%

Influencer Collaboration

Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

Pinterest

Community

YouTube

2016

2017

35%

63%

Retweet

65%

Retweet

80%

37%

Otherof influencer marketing is expected
Other to
The growth

continue into 2017 and beyond. Brands use influencers to create authentic content about their
brand, increase engagement around their brand, and
drive traffic to their websites or landing pages. This
2016use of influencers was not reflected
2017 in
widespread
our 2017 State of Social Engagement study. In fact,
use of influencers decreased from the 2016 study.
6% that had the most widespread
27%
The industries
use of
Used
Used
influencers included Retail, Consumer Products and
350%
73%
Sports.94%
Other

Other

Collaboration with Influencers
2016

2017

4%

1%

Yes

96%

75%

No

99%
No

2016

2017

52%

89%

Video

48%
Other
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Yes

71%

Video

11%
Other

2016

2017

Influencer Collaboration Case Study

What great looks like:

Use of well-known
celebrities or channel stars
that have an authentic
connection to the brand

Creation of creative assets
that are highly entertaining
or educational

Who did a great job:

Use of inﬂuencers appropriate for a speciﬁc
channel or campaign

Ampliﬁcation of usergenerated content to
extend brand reach

What UFC did:

Live Q&A and podcasts on
Facebook and Twitter
featuring UFC stars.

Facebook features vlog
series with interviews of
inﬂuencers.

Inﬂuencers post UFC
content on their
Facebook pages.

UFC frequently retweets
inﬂuencer content.

UFC features inﬂuencers in the vast majority of its posts on all its active
channels. Many are UFC stars but some are stars from other sports who
are promoting UFC events.
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Used

350%

94%

4

Used

73%

Other

Other

Live Events
and Video

2016

2017

4%

1%

75%

Yes

96%

Yes

99%

No

Live events are emerging as a monster engagement tool. Although we didn’t score specifically for
this medium, we observed many brands starting
to include these events in their content mix. The
Consumer Products and Retail industries were standouts in this regard. Five of the eight brands in Retail
included live events as did four of the Consumer
Products brands.
According to Forbes, people want to use social media
as a conduit for more vicarious experiences. It’s no
longer enough to post your sentiments about an
event; you have to show your users what it’s like to
be there. You can do this with live video, and even
just more real-time posting. The idea is to make your
users feel that they’re a genuine part of the experience, as it unfolds. New capabilities for live events
from Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube
make it easier to include these events in the
engagement mix.
Video remains an essential content format for
engagement. Brands in our 2017 study showed
a significant increase in the use of video across
channels.
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No

Good Mix of YouTube Content
2016

2017

52%

89%

Video

71%

48%
Other

Video

11%
Other

We also noticed an increase in the use of innova2016 2017
20 video formats such as 360 videos and AR. The
tive
Pokémon GO craze is a harbinger to come for AR
15
facilitated experiences. A Facebook Study shows that
live
streaming increases engagement 400%.
10
5

0

NA

NA

Automotive Consumer
Products

Financial
Services

Retail

Sports

Technology Telecomm- Travel &
unications Hospitality

2016

Promote

2017

11%

118%

24%

Live Events and Video Case Study

What great looks like:

3D

LIVE
Provides a connection to
deeper experiences
through live streaming

Who did a great job:

Embeds videos in posts
to keep engagement on
channel

Experimentation with
newer video formats

Inclusion of video from a
variety of sources (brand,
consumer, inﬂuencers)

What Ford did:

Sponsored live events on
Facebook and Twitter.

Included videos in
tweets and retweets.

Partnership with
Snapchat to promote
special events.

Proliﬁc poster on YouTube
(>80 per month) that
include a wide range of
topics and tutorials.

Ford has many videos on all of its active channels which cover a variety of topics including,
humanitarian eﬀorts, inﬂuencers promoting products, showcasing product features, sneak
peeks of new products, driving tips, 360-degree product looks, and Ford news.
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4%

75%

Yes

96%

5

No

1%
Yes

99%
No

Online
Communities
2016

2017

52%

89%

Video

71%

48%
Other

Online communities are the ideal channel for teaching
people the best use of your products and to showcase
great ways to engage with others with similar passions.
Yet only 30 of the 70 brands scored for the study
included online communities in their ecosystem. The
industries with the most communities once again
included Technology and Telecommunications. The rest
were spread throughout the remaining six industries.
Most of the brands used their online community as a
channel for customer support. An interesting development this year was the use of YouTube instead of
online communities as the support channel of choice
in the Retail industry. They included videos for many
of the products that they sold ranging from how-to
assemble various products to using products creatively.
Some industries are still abdicating their community
presence to third-parties. This was particularly true in
Retail and Financial Services industries. Some brands
provided FAQ documents as their sole support content.
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Video

11%
Other

Average Community Management
Score by Industry
2016

20

2017

15

10

5

0

NA

NA

Automotive Consumer
Products

Financial
Services

Retail

Sports

Technology Telecomm- Travel &
unications Hospitality

Average points scored out of a possible 23 points

2016

Promote

2017

11%

118%

24%

2016

Convert

2017

20%

40%

28%

Online Communities Case Study

What great looks like:

Places the member
as the hero

Who did a great job:

Recognition of
member contribution
to conversations

Employs a variety of return
motivators such as ritualized
experiences, personalized
content and online events

Stimulates conversation
within the community

What Bankwest did:

Highlights both new and top
community members.

Well-organized forums—easy to
navigate and ﬁnd right forum for
speciﬁc use.

Provides ability for members to
rate community contributions
which helps prioritize most
useful information for users.

Very knowledgeable, engaged
members who actively share
expertise through multiple
responses within conversation
threads.

Bankwest provides a variety of content for each topic including forums, membergenerated content, Q & A and blog articles.
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6

Social Selling

Social can have a huge impact on sales. According to
Fast Company, 93% of marketers report that social is
part of their strategy to drive sales. Yet, many brands
in the study failed to take advantage of the power
of their social ecosystem to share promotions and
convert sales.
On average, only 2 brands per industry included
“promote” content in their engagement strategies,
which provides an offer to participate in an event or
for a special coupon or code. Just over 2.5 brands
per industry included “convert” content, which
links the consumer to a CTA or to a landing page for
ecommerce. While many brands throughout the study
linked to CTAs associated with a product promotion
or included special codes for a “Facebook deal”, these
were not as prevalent as we would have expected.
We believe it depends upon how well brands
integrate its digital customer experience. If social
is viewed as just a means of pushing content, then
organizations probably don’t integrate the promotional schedule into the engagement calendar.
Brands that view social more holistically maintain an
integrated content and engagement calendar that
supports the full marketing campaign cycle as one
facet of overall digital engagement.
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2016

20

2017

15

10

5

0

NA

NA

Automotive Consumer
Products

Financial
Services

Retail

Sports

Technology Telecomm- Travel &
unications Hospitality

2016

Promote

2017

11%

118%

24%

2016

Convert

2017

20%

40%

28%

Brands significantly increased their use of both
“Promote” and “Convert” content, which is
essential for incorporating ecommerce into social
channels. This indicates that these brands are
diversifying their social strategies as they migrate
to deeper levels of social maturity.

Social Selling Case Study

What great looks like:

?
Surprise consumers with
an exclusive oﬀer, only
available through a
speciﬁc social channel

Who did a great job:

?

Presentation of content that
augments deals or promotions for deeper selling

Oﬀer deals or promotions
on multiple channels

Engaging in two-way
conversations to learn more
about needs/wants

What Pepsi did:

Heavy use of inﬂuencers
to promote Pepsi sales on
all its active channels.

Promotions where popular
Pepsi products are available
for a limited time.

“Shop Now” buttons on
some posts that land
the consumer on an
ecommerce page.

Consumers can earn points
by buying Pepsi products and
then redeem for prizes.

Pepsi features ad campaigns on its social channels that connect consumers to
popular events that are happening live (Super Bowl, holidays, pop concerts).
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Conclusion

The result of this study is an in-depth analysis of 70
global brands across 8 industries and the state of
how they are engaging across their digital channels.
While overall engagement scores were lower this
year, it is important to point out that brands did a lot
of things right at the tactical level. The report found
that brands improved engagement with follower
content – 63% retweeting followers, compared to
35% in 2016. Plus, brands improved their cohesive
strategy across channels (better storytelling, less
random posts) from 6% to 27%, but there’s still lots of
room to grow.
However, it is disconcerting to see brands performing
at lower levels than in last year’s study. This year
results showed us that 98% of brands are still stuck
in broadcast mode, focusing largely on push tactics
like paid social rather than taking the time to
truly engage.
So, it’s time to revisit engagement and determine
what consumers want in their interactions with
brands on social channels.
How Are You Engaging?
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Here are 7 Real-World Tips for Better Social Engagement
1. Social is a CEO problem: Brands need to move
beyond basic tactics. Social will be won at the
strategy level. Get your leadership team involved by
providing the right social data and analytics. Your
customers are speaking to you on social and your CEO
needs to see (and act) on social activity to help move
your business forward.
2. Brands must have a customer-first mindset:
Embrace the chaos and recognize your brand is no
longer in your sole control. Engage authentically
with your customers and leverage social technology
to respond accurately and quickly. What your
customers say on social has the power to make or
break your brand reputation.
3. Pay attention to all digital touchpoints: Give your
customers a consistent experience across all channels
along their customer journey and be sure you’re
engaging appropriately. They want to hear from you,
but they also want to know you’re listening. Make
sure you leverage technology to know more about
your customers. The right technology can help you
see your customer at the transaction, behavioral and
social level so you can respond smarter.

Conclusion

4. Prepare for a Crisis. Responsible brand stewards
may hope for the best, but they plan for the worst.
Develop a crisis response plan that includes applicable best practices for c-suite, marketing, PR,
customer support and anyone else in your organization that touches social. Then rehearse it.
5. Build on a Scalable Platform. Still managing social
with basic tools or discount software? You’re living
on a prayer. For example, in a crisis, inbound traffic
can easily pass 100x normal levels. And the problem
isn’t the crisis itself: the problem is that with your
agents buried, your normal customers will also feel
the impact in delayed response if your social platform
can’t keep up.
6. Create Traffic Baselines. Spotting a crisis is easier
if you know what “normal” looks like. Using data
visualizations, develop an accurate characterization of
your daily traffic patterns, along with planned special
events like product launches. Then, keep an eye out
for rogue waves: earlier you detect it, the more likely
you are to avoid getting swamped.
7. Don’t be tone deaf: Engage with influencers and
customers. Social technology—won’t fix a crisis.
But, the right social technology will mitigate the
effects: brand damage, customer churn, and needless
expenses.
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Conclusion

The State of Social Engagement 2017
Top Performing Brands on Social

70%

62%

68%

62%

66%

62%

65%

61%

63%

61%

61%

Based on the following criteria (cohesive strategy,
engagement,Brands
storytelling,
content and collaboration with influencers): The
Top Performing
in 2016
percentage scored of total points possible. This could vary depending upon number of channels used in brand’s ecosystem.

98%
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81%

81%

77%

77%

73%

66%

65%

65%

64%

APPENDIX

Appendix

•

Brand ranking by industry

•

Annotated scorecard
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Brand Ranking
by Industry

The State of Social
Engagement 2017

The State of Social
Engagement 2017

The State of Social
Engagement 2017

Brand ranking by industry

Brand ranking by industry

Brand ranking by industry

Automotive

Consumer Products

Financial Services

2017

2016

2017

2016

2017

Ford

Starbucks

Pepsi

FICO

Bankwest

BMW

Disney

Diet Coke

J.P. Morgan
Chase

TSB

Audi

Diet Coke

Hershey’s

Citigroup

MercedesBenz

Hershey’s

Keurig

Commonwealth

Barbie

Starbucks

Bank of
America

Bank of
America

Keurig

Disney

MetLife

L’Oreal

L’Oreal

J.P. Morgan
Chase

Pepsi - NA

Barbie

TSB -NA

Standard
Bank

ING - NA

ING

Standard
Bank - NA

Citigroup

Commonwealth - NA

MetLife

Bankwest
-NA

FICO

2016

NA

Toyota
GM
Honda
Tesla
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The State of Social
Engagement 2017

The State of Social
Engagement 2017

The State of Social
Engagement 2017

Brand ranking by industry

Brand ranking by industry

Brand ranking by industry

Retail

Sports

Technology

2016

2017

Sephora

2017

2016

2017

LEGO

NASCAR

Samsung

Google

Amazon

Lululemon

UFC

Google

Fitbit

The North
Face

Walmart

NFL

HP

Microsoft

Target

Target

MLB

Microsoft

HP

Nike

REI

NHL

Dell

Sony

PGA

Apple

Dell

MLS

Sony - NA

Samsung

NBA

Fitbit - NA

Apple

Walmart

Amazon

REI

Nike

Lululemon

Sephora

LEGO - NA

Woolworths

Woolworths
- NA

The North
Face

2016

NA

APPENDIX
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The State of Social
Engagement 2017

The State of Social
Engagement 2017

Brand ranking by industry

Brand ranking by industry

Telecommunications

Travel & Hospitality

2016

2017

2016

2017

Sprint

AT&T

Expedia

Airbnb

AT&T

T-Mobile

United

Virgin

Comcast

Verizon

Uber

Uber

Verizon

Comcast

Airbnb

Hilton

T-Mobile

Sprint

Hilton

United

Plusnet NA

Telstra

Marriott

Marriott

EE - NA

Giffgaff

Hyatt

Expedia

Giffgaff - NA

EE

Virgin - NA

Hyatt

Telstra - NA

Plusnet

Optus - NA

Optus

APPENDIX

The State of
Social Scorecard
With annotations

All brands in each industry were scored in the same one
week timeperiod, spread between (December 15, 2016 )and
(January 30, 2017). Scores for each brand were calculated
during the same week when each community was scored.
For those brands that we would categorize as “family of
brands”, we scored their corporate social channels as well
as at least one of their brands. The criteria we used to
select the sub-brands included: evidence of a community
strategy that was representative of the approach taken
by multiple brands. If divergent approaches were taken,
we scored more than one sub-brand.

Content Mission Definitions
•

Educate: Teach or give tips.

•

Support: Customer service or product help.

•

Entertain: Humor or heart strings.

•

Persuade: Promote a cause or present a specific POV
about an issue, topic or product.

•

Promote: Provide an offer to participate in an event
or contest or for a special deal on a product or service
(coupon or code).

•

Convert: Link to a CTA (call to action) or to a landing
page for ecommerce.
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APPENDIX

The State of
Social Engagement

Appropriate Use of Channel

Engagement

99 Brand awareness, brand stories and sharing deals

99 Average # of likes, comments and replies per post

as a percent of followers

Active Community Management

99 Contests

99 Posts 1-3x day

99 Polls

99 Frequently comments on followers posts

99 Vote/opinion/feedback

99 “Likes” followers posts

99 Quizzes

99 Asks questions to generate interaction
Looked for posting cadence, frequency of comments, behaviors of
community managers (asking questions, recognizing contributors,
launching engagement initiatives, etc.)

Looked for actions that nurture relationships.
Went beyond vanity metrics to measure actual actions of followers
rather than raw number of followers.

Collaboration With Influencers
Content
99 Voice and tone

Visual Content

99 Content features an influencer who co-created

content or mentioned brand in their content
Determined if the brand was employing influencer marketing
within the channel.

99 Consistent use of photographs
99 Consistent use of video

Hashtags

99 Video embedded in posts

99 Mix of brand-specific and

99 Videos include link to CTA or landing page

Sequenced Posts
99 Tell a longer story through multiple,

sequential posts
99 Social content integration
Looked for voice inflection appropriate for channel: emotional/
tugs at heart strings; novel or cause related.
Video optimizes organic reach.
Facebook favors posts that keeps users on platform rather than
sending to Vimeo or YouTube.
Sequential: 87% increase in people visiting landing page.
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trending hashtags

APPENDIX

The State of
Social Engagement

Appropriate Use of Channel

Engagement

99 Sharing “in the moment” developments and deals;

99 Volume of retweets as percentage

building relationships through retweets
and following

Active Community Management
99 Tweets 1-4 times per day
99 Retweets followers posts
99 Retweets others’ content
Looked for posting cadence and interaction with followers

99 Of followers
99 Events
99 CTAs
Looked for actions that nurture relationships.
Went beyond vanity metrics to measure actual actions of followers
rather than raw number of followers.

Collaboration With Influencers
99 Influencer retweets brand content

Content
99 Voice and tone

Determined if the brand was employing influencer marketing
within the channel.

Visual Content

Hashtags

99 Share graphics or photos

99 Mix of brand-specific and

99 Shares videos
99 Use of memes and infographics
99 Links in posts and retweets
99 Social content integration
Looked for voice that reflects personalized brand voice, uplifting
content hits viral sweet spot.
Video: higher probability for retweets
Attracts new followers
92% of all Twitter interaction occurs when readers click-thru on links.
88% more retweets on content with links
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trending hashtags
99 Limits hashtags to 2 per tweet

APPENDIX

The State of
Social Engagement

Appropriate Use of Channel

Engagement

99 Brand building through visual storytelling

99 Volume of retweets as percentage of followers
99 Recognition

Active Community Management

99 Contests

99 Posts new content at least 3x week

Went beyond vanity metrics to measure actual actions of followers
rather than raw number of followers.

99 Like photos of followers
99 Comment on and like comments received

Contests work well because Instagram audiences are highly
engaged.

Looked for posting cadence and interaction with followers

Content
99 Voice and tone

Visual Content

Collaboration With Influencers
99 Co-create content with Instagram stars
Determined if the brand was employing influencer marketing
within the channel.

99 Provide a sneak peek for a product launch

Hashtags

99 Sequential photos to share an event or experience

99 Hashtag usage

99 Show “behind the scenes” shots

Combination of unique and trending tags.

99 Convey lifestyle look and feel associated

Use of unique hashtags for a campaign or promotion.

with brand
99 Partner with a good cause
99 Showcase unique or beautiful experiences

showcasing the brand
99 Social content integration (1 point)
Voice that offers advice, instructions or tips and creatively teaches
with brand strengths at core. Pinterest is a big search engine; info
included in descriptions will show up in searches. Use of varied
content formats with links to deeper information.
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Leverage trending user events such as #ThrowbackThursday.
Provides tracking for campaign ROI.

APPENDIX

The State of
Social Engagement

Appropriate Use of Channel

Engagement

99 Planning and education platform

99 Repin volume expressed as percentage

of followers

Active Community Management

99 Group boards

99 New Pins at least 1x per day

99 Contests

99 Likes comments

Went beyond vanity metrics to measure actual actions of followers
rather than raw number of followers.

99 Repins followers Pins
99 Multiple boards organized by topic or theme
99 Most recent boards on top
Looked for posting cadence and interaction with followers

Content

Collaboration With Influencers
99 Partners with bloggers or lifestyle websites
99 Use of guest pinners
Determined if the brand was employing influencer marketing
within the channel.

99 Voice and tone

Visual Content
99 Visually diverse
99 Use of “teaching graphics” such as infographics or

“instructographics” (part infographic/part tutorial)
99 Overlay text and well-crafted captions to give

immediate headline
99 Products featured in context
99 Use of Rich Pins
99 Contain links to deeper information
99 Social content integration
Voice that offers advice, instructions or tips and creatively teaches
with brand strengths at core. Pinterest is a big search engine; info
included in descriptions will show up in searches. Use of varied
content formats with links to deeper information.
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Hashtags
99 Hashtags used to tag photos and contests

APPENDIX

The State of
Social Engagement

Appropriate Use of Channel

Engagement

99 Feedback, advocacy or support

99 Average activity volume exceeds established study

benchmark UGC

Active Community Management

99 Requests for member generated content

99 Clear onboarding and activation

Return Motivators

99 Comment in forums

99 Ritualized events and other return motivators

99 Starts new conversation threads

99 Content and experience aligned with profile and

99 Answers questions quickly
Looked for posting cadence and interaction with followers

Content
99 Voice and tone of community
99 Content freshness

Visual Content
99 Branded content

community activities (personalization)
99 Contests, quizzes and events

Rewards and Recognition
99 Uses gamification to reward status and expertise
99 Features key members
Went beyond vanity metrics to measure actual actions of followers
rather than raw number of followers.
Followed best practices in recognizing and engaging community
members.

99 Customer content throughout community
99 Curated content from relevant third-party sources

Collaboration With Influencers

99 Diverse mix of content types (visual, video,

99 Presence of active VIP/expert members

photos, blogs etc.)
99 Community mobile app Social content integration
Voice: Helpful and inclusive and places member as the hero.

99 Community events featuring influencers
Determined if the brand was employing influencer marketing
within the channel.

Content is relevant and fresh.

Hashtags
99 Branded campaign hashtags
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Appropriate Use of Channel

Engagement

99 Drive consideration; generate brand loyalty

99 Video engagement: volume of comments as a

percentage of views

Active Community Management

99 Contests

99 Posts 2-3 videos per week

99 Polls

99 Asks for feedback (comments)

Went beyond vanity metrics to measure actual actions of followers
rather than raw number of followers.

99 Respond to viewers comments

Nurtures existing relationships.

99 Dedicated channels for brands, campaigns or

specific topics
Looked for posting cadence and interaction with followers

Content

Collaboration With Influencers
99 Co-create content with YouTube creators
Determined if the brand was employing influencer marketing
within the channel.

99 Voice and tone

Video Length
99 Video length ≤ 2 minutes
99 Bonus point for most videos between 30-60

second
99 Video titles and descriptions
99 Content Mix
99 Good mix of content tied to trending topics and

evergreen pieces
99 Include viewers videos with brand videos
99 Social content integration
Voice that is emotional, inspirational or educational.
Short videos have higher viewership and engagement. Note:
exceptions for videos that are archiving a speech, Ted Talk or
longer product demo.
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Hashtags
99 Mix of brand-specific and trending hashtags

APPENDIX

About Lithium

The Lithium platform is the leading solution for digital
customer care and engagement. Lithium offers Community, Social Media Management and Messaging to help
Fortune 1000 companies listen, respond and act on
digital conversations – creating deep customer relationships and fostering brand advocacy. With over 15 years
of expertise, Lithium has a massive digital footprint of
approximately 500 million digital interactions analyzed
daily and 50 million digital interactions powered
monthly.

The 2017 State of Social
Engagement Additional Assets
Download the Infographic here
Download the Automotive Industry here
Download the Consumer Products Industry here
Download the Financial Services Industry here

Learn more at lithium.com, join our community at
community.lithium.com, or follow us on Twitter @LithiumTech. Lithium is based in San Francisco.

Download the Retail Industry here

The Lithium® logo is a registered Service Mark of Lithium Technologies. All other

Download the Telecommunications Industry here

trademarks and product names are the property of their respective owners.

Download the Sports Industry here
Download the Technology Industry here

Download the Travel & Hospitality Industry here
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APPENDIX

About Comblu

ComBlu specializes in content strategy, community
building and thought leadership programs.
We bring expertise in each competency but our real value comes
from understanding their interdependencies.

We help companies

#1

Structure content strategies that deliver the right content
at the right place and time

#2

Connect organizations with advocates & influencers and
facilitate engagement to drive business results

#3

Craft clients’ stories in ways that distinguish them and
build influence and authority

Contact:
Kathy Baughman, President
kbaughman@comblu.com
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